Indicate, in the attached forms, in order of preference, the proposed topics for your HT. You should also indicate the tentative titles and summaries of your first two preferences. If you can, you should provide the summary of your third choice. Detailed proposals are not required at this stage. Please don’t write more than a few sentences.

Please return this form, duly completed, to Dr Peter Tan by 14 April 2014 if the HT is registered for Semester 1 or 10 November 2014 if it is registered for Semester 2. In arriving at your decision, you are encouraged to seek a discussion with any staff members whom you know have some knowledge in the subject areas you are interested in. In order to give you an idea of the research interests of staff members, a list of possible supervision areas is attached.
HT TOPIC PROPOSALS

Name (in Block): ____________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________

Matric No: __________________________________________________________________

Telephone (landline): ________________ Mobile: _________________ Email: ________________

First preference

Proposed Title of HT: __________________________________________________________

You may mention potential supervisors consulted: _________________________________

Brief summary of Proposed HT and an outline of your approach, methodology and the research questions that you want to explore:

Second preference

Proposed Title of HT: __________________________________________________________

You may mention potential supervisors consulted: _________________________________

Brief summary of Proposed HT and an outline of your approach, methodology and the research questions that you want to explore:

Third preference

Proposed Title of HT: __________________________________________________________

You may mention potential supervisors consulted: _________________________________

Brief summary of Proposed HT and an outline of your approach, methodology and the research questions that you want to explore: